| Selected 2θ range of Rietveld fitting for the long-time running powder X-ray diffraction patterns of poled BNT and LLM, which are refined as rhombohedral cell (s. g. R3c).
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The insets show the enlarged view of (211) pc pseudocubic peak. The fitting can fully describe the measured diffraction patterns with better quality. The peak splitting seems less obvious when compared LLM with BNT associated with all the peak left shift. This indicates that LLM possesses bigger cell volume with lower symmetry of R3c ordering.
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Figure S2 | LLM and poled LLM structure refined by monoclinic Cc and rhombohedral R3c model respectively. The monoclinic unit cell consists of four formula units and the rhombohedral of six. When given a poling electric field E, the phase can be described more accurately by the R3c structure as it exists irreversible relaxor to ferroelectric phase transition induced by E. In the hexagonal setting of the R3c structure, the spontaneous polarization direction of [111] cubic peak is parallel to the c axis as shown. 
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The r, s, t positon related to Ti sites are almost equidistant in BNT, while only the s, t to Ti sites are equidistant in LLM according to the refined results. As a result, the LLM structure owns a bigger free volume that facilitates the anomalous oxygen sites relaxation. The polarization direction on the nanoscale in LLM is likely to deviate from the average polarization direction with enhanced static substitutional disorder at its ferroelectric state. 
